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• PUBLIC POLIC\' •

Cells; .Fetuses, and Logic
Who is being sentimental,.who·rational, in this debate?
.RAMESH PONNURU.

A

attitudes toward abortion are notoriously muddled. But it
is safe to say that they tend to dislike
pro-lifers more than pro-choicers, even
when they themselves favor curbs on
abortion. ProAifers have a suspect, a
frightening, passion. They are agitators;
· they are religious zealots. Pro-choicers,
on the either hand, are the party of rea~
· son. They see all the pitfalls of prohibit~
ing abortion. They. understand that
abortion raises issues much more complex than. sentimental slogans about
"protecting unborn babies" can capture.
This is, I think, a widespread view
about the combatants in the abortion
wars. It is also close to 180 degrees from
the trnth. Sentiment has been the prochoicers' ally more often than not: The
pro-life position, on the. other hand,
must ultimately be rooted in rigorous
logic. A pro-life position that is merely
sentimental is a weak and unsustainable
thing-as demonstrated, most recently,
in the controversy over embryonic stemcell research:
Pro-choicers can depend more reliably
on sentiment than pro-lifers for the
simple reason that distressed pregnant
women elicit more sympathythan endangered fetuses. Nobody remembers
being a fetus. Nobody has held a fetus's
hand. But many.women know what it is
. like to be pregnant under difficult cir·cumstances, ~r can easily imagine it.
All of us, men and women alike, have
known ·or can imagine a woman we c::are
about in that situation: a sister, a friend.
The fetus has almost no emotional claim
on us. It-we thin.k of the yoi,mg fetus as
an "it," not a "he" or "she," although of
course every fetus has a chromosomally
de~ermined sex-is an abstraction to us,
: .. usually nameless.
Smart people have attempted to found
moral theory on natural sentiments:
One thinks of no less a figure than Adam

ls

MERICANS'

Smith. But these attempts are doomed.
Untutored sentiment .is a poor guide to
morality, No profound knowledge of history or psychology .is necessary fo see
that our sympathy often fails to recog. nize the legitimate mo~al claims of those
we do not know or of those we do not
look like. Tender feelings alone cannot
lead us to grasp the requirements of
decency or justice. It takes abstract reasoning to tell us, first,. that the fetus is a
living human being, and then "to follow
that memise to the eventual conclusion
that abortion is a violation of human
rights.
To .say that the pto-life position is
rooted in abstract logic is'not, of course, .
to deny that its adherents possess strong
emotions about the matter, or even that
their emotions are stronger than those of
pro-choicers. As Richard Brookhiser has
rerriark;ed in this connection, thoughts, if
they are. taken seriously, do not lie idly on
NATIONAL REVIEW/JULY
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the mind's table. They lead to further
thoughts, and emotions and sensibilities
form around them like crystals.
Nor do I mean to suggest that prolifers never make non-rational appeals.
Many pro-choicers find the<pro-life
movement's rhetoric about "babies"·
manipulative. Fetuses aren't babies, they·
say. But pro-lifers don't really hold the
V,iews they hold because they think
fetuses are babies; rather, they know that
fetuses are members of human race.
(Fifteen~year-olds, 31-year-olds, and 62year-olds aren't babies, either, but
nobody thinks it's okay to kill them.)·
The campaign against partial-birth abortion is an attempt by pro-lifers to win
·support from Americans in the "mushy .
middle" by stressing the grisliness of
some. abortions. But pro~lifers took up
that campaign as a tactic, not because
they really believe one method of abortion is worse than another.
For pro-choicers, however; 8.n appeal
to sentiment is frequently not merely a
tactic or a bit of loose rhetoric but the
entirety ofthe argument. Katha Pollitt,
The Nation's engaging feminist columnist, jeers at pro-lifers for fretting about
the fate ofclusters of cells smaller than a
fingernail. But surely size cannot be o.ur ·
criterion for determining when rights
should be protected:
If the appeal of sentiment has been
powerful in the debate over abortion, it·
has been irresistible in the one over
embryonic stem cells. Research using
these cells may yield cures or treatments
for Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's, and
other ailments. But the extraction of the
cells, and thus the research, requires the
destructi~n of embryos. A recent cover
story on stem cells in Newsweek was typical of press coverage in following the
usual script of pro-life religious fanatics
vs. science. But this is in fact a: conflict in
which the average person's emotional
reaction is almost completely cine-sided.
On the one hand, people-movie stars,
relatives of congressmen and journalists,
your next-door neighbor-with terrible
diseases. On the other hand, what looks ·
like a dump of cells in some lab.
Indeed, the pro-abortion writer Anna
Quindlen h~s advocated stem-cell re~
search on the precise grounds that it
would make people even mo~e emotionally inclined to dismiss concerns about
abortion.: "[S]ome who believe that life

begins at conception may look into the
vacant eyes of an adored parent with
Alzheimer's or picture a paralyzed child
walking again, and take a closer look at
what ai; embryo really is." Quindlen
would have us judge difficult moral
questions by taking a look arid forming a
picture-by acts of dumb perception
rather than of intellection. This is not
surprising corning from a wotnan whose
nonfiction oeuvre practically consti;
tutes a sustained implicit brief against
the application of logic to social controversies.
More surprising, perhaps, is that many
people who are usually pro-life hav.e
adopted this way of thinking, or rather
not thinking, to justify embryonic sterncell research. Here is Republican senator
Orrin Hatch speaking to the New York
Times: "I just cannot equate a child live
ing in the womb, with moving toes and
fingers and a beating heart', with an
embryo in a freezer." He has made sirniiat' comments elsewhere, with particular
emphasis on the womb/freezer distinc>
tion and the embryo's lack of visibly
human characteristics. But surely neither temperature nor location is morally decisive. Nobody woutd question
whether a twelve-year-old who had been
conceived in a lab. was a human being
entitled to full rights as such.
Wall Street Journal editor Robert
Bartley, who while not a pro-lifer himself
is a frequent ally of pro-lifers, has made a
similar argument for embryonic sterncell research. Using the term for a sixday-old embryo, he writes, "I ~ould find
a funeral service for a blastocyst groe
tesque." Most miscarriages do not occasion funerals either, but presumably
Bartley would not deny that what miscarriages end are. tiny human lives.,
Blastocysts may noi: look like l;iurnan
beings at first glance. Bu.t on reflection,
they look exactly like human beingsexactly like human beings at that stage of
development; exactly like all of us once·
looked. (Not that stern-cell research and
miscarriages raise the same moral issues.
Michael Kinsley remarks in Time that
since pro-life~s are not exercised about
the thousands of miscarriages that happen every year-a "mass slaughter of
ernbryos"~they shouldn't oppose th~
destruction of a few embryos for medical
research. This is a miscarriage of logic.
The elderly die in large numbers every
20

year, too,.but that does.n't rneari it's okay
to extract organs they need to survive-for
research purposes.)
One virtue of the pro-life position is its
. clarity. Life begins at .conception, and
taking human life can be allowed under
only the strictest 0 f tircutnstances. Prochoicers have a much harder time
·drawing a line past which life is unarnbiguousl y protected. Their views of
when life begins generally fall into orie
of three categories: 1) The fetus, like
Schrodinger's cat, exists in a kind of suspended state of life/non;life until the
mother d~cides what she wants; 2) there
is some continuum in: which a fetus that
is not a human life gradually becomes
one; or 3) we don't really need to think
about this obscure theological mystery.
(Oddly enough, in the philosophical literature on abortion it is more common
to see pro-choicers speculating on when
"ensoulrnent" might occur than to see
pro-lifers pondering the question.) In
practice, they appear to draw the line at
birth .. At least theirrnost powerful contingent, the judges, do~

•
When do.pro-life supporters
of.stem~cell.research.believe

life begins?

•
A pro-life position riot rooted if). logic
ends up having the same line-drawing
problem. When do pro-life supporter~ of
stern-cell research believe life begins?
They \\'.Ould seem to believe that a'durnp ·
of matter thatis not a person somehow
becomes inhabited by a person as it
develops, Rather than defend this theoretical disaster bordering on superstition,
some of these pro-lifers have resonedto
the name games that pro-choicers have
used in the past: Blastocysts aren't embryos, embryos that have not be~n implanted are pre-embryos, etc. But none
of thes~ nominal distinctions-nor the
biological distinctions they denoternark a point of moral distinction.
Bartley describes himself as a member.
· of the "mushy middle" on abortion as
though it were good in itselfnot to draw
principled distinctions. He opposes partial-birth abortion because it is ugly, supports stern-.cell re~earch because nobody
grieves for blastocysts, s.eeks a middle
NATIONAL REVIEwiJvLY
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ground because the extremists are offputting: a clutnp of positions united only
by sensibility.
The trouble with this middle ground is
that, in addition to givingup territory
that should be defended, it is itself indefensible territory. Slippery slopes are slippery because the logic that starts you
down -them will lead you further down.
During the stern-cell debate, people
have said that it's okay to use embryos
for research because we already "discard"
plenty of embryos as a byproduct of in
vitro fertilization; they could with equal
validity say that we should allow 'research on five-month-old fetuses bee
cause we allow them to be aborted.
Judges have said that we have to allow
partial-birth abortion, or ev,en euthane
asia, because we allow abortion. The
Washington Post says that the logic of
'abortion rights does not permit the law
to charge people with murder when they
kill an unborn child in the course ofan
assault on a pregnant woman, even if the
woman considers it murder.
Slippery-slope arguments rarely sue-.
ceed because people discount the possibility of retnote future horrors; they
think they will be able to stop the slide.
But horrors can get less horrible as. the
future becomes less remote. People
adjust their sensibilities. In 1973, not
even pro-abortion lawyers were challenging Texas's law against partial-birth
abortion .. Back then, embryo-killing research would have seemed monstrous. I
have read the argument (in Reason, the
iibertarian magazine, as it happens) that
people predicted .all kinds of dire consequences from in vitro fertilization that did
not happen, so why not allow cloning?
One of the dire consequences of in vitro
fertilization, however, is precisely that we ·
are debating cloning now.
A ~ornrnon trope of the press coverage of the stern-cell conflict-which
reeks of weariness at the continued exis~
tence. of pro-lifers-is that it's a shame
this "scientific issue" has gotten caught
up in the "politics" of abortion. But it is
caught up in the ~sue because the
premises of the arguments are the same:.
Either conception results in a new
human being deserving of legal protection or it doesn't. No amount of sophisticated hairsplitting over bioethics is
going to work if it ignores that awkward,
obvious question.
NR
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